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This ATM presents the study of LSPE High Explosive Package 
and transport frame stowage thermal constraints subsequent to LM 
touchdown and prior to lunar deployment. 
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The basic stowage requirement from a thermal standpoint is that the 
thermal battery and safe-arm timers be at 40°F minimum temperature at 
the time of the explosive package lunar deployment during EVA-2 and EVA-3. 
It is necessary that these timers and their lubricant be at this tem.pe:rature 
when the astronaut removes the pull pins activating the tirners. 

A requirement to place the high explosive packages and transport 
frames in the sun prior to the LRV mission is necessary to assure ·che 
minimum +40°F operating temperature at the time of deployrnent. 

Exposure to the sun aboard LRV during an EVA alone will not a:>i:mre 
minimum operating temperature at lunar deployment. Packages could be 

deployed at any time during the EVA. The heavier high explosives (i.e., 
6 lb) would require more time than one EVA to reach minirnum. operating 
temperature with constant sun exposure. 

In addition to the requirement of adequate warmup prior to stowage 
aboard LRV, EVA activity and LRV interface constraints are defined herein 
to assure that the LSPE electronics package is above minimum operatine'; 
temperature immediately upon deployment on the lunar surface. 

Z. 0 SUMMARY 

Requirements that the safearm and thermal battery timers be at +40°F 
minimum operating temperature immediately at the time of treir deployment 
on the lunar surface demands the following thermal requirements and. con
straints on HE package stowage between EVA-1 and EVA-2. 

1. LSPE transport frames and HE packages must be placed 
on the lunar surface facing the sun a minimum of 10 hours 
prior to EVA- Z 

2. Conductive isolation at the LSPE transport frame-Grumman 
LRV pallet interface is required 

3. The LSPE high explosive packages will be at minimum operating 
temperature at the time of lunar deployment after a rnaximurn 
shade exposure of 25 minutes on the LRV at anyti:me durin~,, EVA 
activity. 
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4. Figure 1 is the minimum temperature profile of the explosive 
package baseplate based upon the above design provisions and 
lunar mission constraints. 

Phase 1 - Quad III stowage prior to touchdown (see also Figure 2). 

Phase 2 - The LSPE transport frames and LM Pallet are removed 
from LM Quad III and placed on the lunar surface with the LSPE: packages 
facing the sun directly (see also Figures 3, 4, and 5). 

Phase 3 - LSPE transport frames are mounted atop the LHV tvol 
pallet during EVA-2 with constant sun exposure. The frames are isolated 
from the LRV pallet via fiberglass conduction isolators (see a.Lso Figures 6, 
7 and 8). 

Phase 4 - LRV is parked in the shade for no longer than 25 .t:nin.utes 
immediately preceding lunar deployment of the high explosive package on 
the lunar surface (see also Figures 6, 7 and 8). 

Phase 5 - High explosive package attaining thermal equilib:.durn after 
lunar deployment. 

3. 0 LSPE HIGH EXPLOSIVE PACKAGE AND TRANSPORT FRAME 
STOWAGE BETWEEN EVA-1 AND EVA-2 

Grumman !CD 22314, Figure 2, represents the LM quad III pallet 
temperatures, maximum and minimum, throughout the mission until 30 
hours after LM touchdown. At 24:40 hours after touchdown the ::.>towed. 
equipment temperature would range between +5°F and 158°F. if the LSPE 
high explosive packages were removed at this time for the EVA."2 lunat· 
deployment, the +5°F lower temperature would not be acceptable £.:}1· lunar 
deployment of the packages. 

Removing the LM pallet and attached LSPE transport frames and 
stowing them in the shade would result in a rapid drop in temperature .. 
This condition would result in HE packages between -60 to -70°F at the 
start of EVA-2 (see Figure 3). 

Removing the LM pallet and LSPE transport frames at some tilne 
during EVA-1 and placing the packages, frames and LM pallet ~~~---~Hm_ 
with LSPE high explosive packages facing the sun as indicated in Ftgu!'e 4 
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would result in their obtaining a temperature of 133°F by the start of 
EVA-2 (see Figure 5). It is necessary that the LSPE packages and not 
the LM pallet be facing the sun. The LSPE high explosive packages and 
transport frame are designed to absorb heat at low solar angles and tle 
LM pallet is not. It was assumed in this analysis that the LM pallet will 
be coated with solar reflective paint (i.e., «jE - . 24/. 90). 

The second LSP·~ transport frame and HE packages should remain 
on the LM pallet exposed to the sun until its stowage aboard LRV at the 
onset of EVA-3. 

4. 0 INTERIM STOWAGE ABOARD LRV DURING EVA 1S 

Information obtained during the telecon, ref. 2, indicated the possi
bility that the LRV, during an EVA, could remain parked in the shade for 
two hours maximum and could drive in the shade for 1 /2-hour maximum .. 
Assuming a lunar shade temperature of -300°F, studies were made of 
LSPE stowage on LRV during EVA-2 in order to determine any LSPE 
thermal constraints on the LSPE--LRV interface and EVA mission. 

The LSPE--LRV interface is atop the LRV tool pallet with direct 
exposure to the sun. 

Studies have been made of time-temperature decays for LSPE high 
explosive packages exposed to a shaded environment for various methods 
of LSPE transport frame to LRV pallet thermal couplings. These results 
are indicated in Figure 7 and 8. 

Direct coupling of the Transport Frame with the LRV results in a 
lower equilibrium temperature atop the LRV pallet and a longer warm 
period in the event of exposure of the LRV to shade. The baseplate equilib
rium temperature of the LSPE directly mounted to the LRV pallets is 64°F. 
Isolating the transport frame through heat conduction isolation increases 
this temperature to 80°F. Adding a multilayer insulation blanket between 
the transport frame and LRV pallet would further increase the equilibrimn 
temperature to 880F. 

Isolating the transport frame results in more rapid warming of the 
LSPE packages subsequent to a shade exposure. A transport frame 
directly coupled to the pallet would require one hour of direct sun exposure 
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to bring the high explosive baseplate to minimum operating temperature, 
whereas, a decoupled frame would require only 25 minutes. Thermally 
de coupling the LSPE thermal behavior independent of LR V ther1nal be
havior. Present LRV temperatures are the writers assumptions based on 
assumed conditions in lieu of incomplete LRV temperature data. 

Total isolation of the transport frame and package by enclosing them. 
in a multilayer shroud would be required to ensure protection oi the po.ck.
ages for the quoted 2-1/2 hours of shade exposure during the EVA. 

Shade exposure in excess of 25 minutes at any time during an EVA 
must be followed by a minimum time of exposure in the sun to bring the 
LSPE packages back to their minimum operating temperature prior to 
deployment of the first package. A study was made to. determine this tin.~.e 
of exposure in the sun. The transport frame was assumed to be conductively 
isolated from the· LR V pallet. The frame and package were assumed mounted 
atop the pallet with minimum exposure of sun on top of the package~l and. end 
of the transport frame. The frames were assumed to be stowed on LR V at 
the initial 133°F temperature discussed in Section 3. 0 and allowed to coJ:ne 
to equilibrium atop the LRV pallet before being exposed to the sun. The 
results are given in Figure 6. Corresponding heat up (minimum sun) expo
sure time for a given shade exposure is plotted. As an example, for the 
2-1/2 hours of shade predicted in ref. 2, a sun exposure of 1-1 /2 hours Ul 

the direct sunlight would be required to bring packages to the n1in1tnmn 
operating temperature for deployment. 
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LM Pallet and LSPE Transport Frames 
Deployed in the Sun after removal from 
DM Quad III. 

Figure 4. 
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